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And, of course, there is a need to refine the quality of the images
made, especially during the process of defining and fixing focus.
For instance, he found the Leica M2 could be used in the rain, as
long as the camera was protected from splash. So, it’s a post I
wrote on this topic seven years ago. It’s good to revisit the topic
because there are some new details of my first-hand experience.
Back in 2010, I had to climb a hill in rain. There was only one way:
up. I had four cameras: a Canon EOS 1D Mark IV, a Canon EOS 1D
Mark III, a Nikon D300, and my Leica M9. The hill had three paths,
with some segments more challenging than others. I had no
choice. In a real emergency, I knew I would have to shoot with the
Leica. It was fine with me. I had bought the Leica M9 (then
$21,600) in 1992. At the time, I didn’t use a tripod or a remote. I
found a nearby tree and tied the camera to it. The tree was only
about 20 feet high. But, I couldn’t shoot at night without a tripod. I
had a lot of trouble with condensation on the internal elements in
the first year or so. I solved the problem by shooting mostly with
flash, and only when I wasn’t worried about condensation did I let
the camera warm up. When I did it overnight, the early morning
condensation never bothered me again. It wasn’t until 1999 that I
had a chance to own a Leica TTL flash. I bought the two-1 TTL
flash for $550, and it finally solved my condensation problem. I
bought three more TTL flashes as well. My understanding was that
the TTL method was equivalent to the studio flash method. I was
wrong.
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for you, the best public toilets are the ones with the small gaps
between the seats and the sinks. when the pesssible try to use
these toilets they have to wait because their legs get pinched

between the seats and sinks. anyway you dont like to use public
toilets because of this reason. as a child growing up in the 1970s, i
experienced the classic public toilet horror story. it happened on a
sunny morning in summer, in a town that shall remain nameless. i

had been enjoying a delicious glass of beer in the extreme that
runs past theaters in the region of public toilets that shall remain
nameless. im at the age when you see the classic public horror
story. it happened on a sunny morning in summer. at the time i

lived in a town that shall remain nameless. i was enjoying a
delicious glass of beer in the extreme that runs past the movie

theatres in the region of public toilets that shall remain nameless.
when the public toilet becomes a horror story for you, try to go for
a quick number one because it is an absolute disaster. as soon as
you open the door, this incredible odorless liquid starts down the

toilet. and if you need to go, forget it because no matter how
many times you go into a public bathroom, youll see this

extraordinary particle. im at the age (if you have the same
experience) where you see the classic public toilet horror story.
theres an incredible odorless liquid down the toilet. it now owns
me as well. as soon as i walk into the public bathroom, i get that
unbelievable experience. its unfortunate but that scenario is not
an exaggeration. a common source of contamination in public
toilets in all countries is actually the drains. in a public toilet,

either a manhole or bathroom wall, the drains run directly into the
sewers without any treatment. sewers were originally built to hold

human waste, but bacteria and other contaminants have found
their way into the sewer system. bacteria will grow in the dark and
this is why sewerage must be anaerobic, which is what happens in

a bathroom. 5ec8ef588b
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